FOXY QUICKSTEP

Choreography by: Howard & Anna Hoffman, 305 Williams Drive, Schaumburg, Illinois, 60193 Phone 1-847-891-2383 Release Date 2-2-15 E-mail to Hofdance@aol.com

Music: Sax In Fox by the Ballroom Diamonds Orchestra From the CD album Ballroom All Hits – International Standard Available from iTunes Music Downloads

Rhythm/Phase: Quickstep & Two Step Phase IV

Music Speed: As downloaded

Footwork: Opposite throughout directions for M (and for W where noted).

Sequence: Introduction A A B A A B B Ending

..... INTRODUCTION (8 Measures) ..... CP LOD W/ LEAD FEET FREE WAIT 2 MEAS;; CHARLESTON POINTS TWICE;;;

2 FWD 2-STEPS;;


..... PART A (16 Measures) ..... QUARTER TURNS W/ PROGRESSIVE CHASSE;;;;; FWD LK FWD; MANUV SD CL; PIVOT 2 CP LOD;

2 FWD 2-STEPS FC WALL;; 2 SD CLOSES; SD DRAW CLOSE; SHAG STEP TWICE;;;; 2 SD CLOSES; WALK & PKUP; HITCH 6;;;; STRUT 4;;;;


..... PART B (16 Measures) ..... 2 FWD 2-STEMS FC WALL;; 2 SD CLOSES; SD DRAW CLOSE; SHAG STEP TWICE;;;; 2 SD CLOSES; WALK & PKUP;

HITCH 6;;;; STRUT 4;;;;


..... ENDING (6 Measures) ..... 2 FWD 2-STEMS; CHARLESTON POINTS TWICE & FREEZE;;;;